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This paper gives a description of some aspects of complexity in real algebraic geometry: 
explicit bounds for the topology of real algebraic and semi-algebraic sets are given in term of 
the degree of the equations and inequations (results by Milnor-Thom), and then in term of the 
additive complexity ofthe equations and inequations (i.e. in term of the minimal number of 
addition-substractions needed to evaluate he equations) (results by Grigorlev-Risler). 
Those results are then used to give lower bounds for the complexity ofvarious algorithms 
(results of Ben-Or). 
The work of Collins and its school about C.A.D. of semi-algebraic sets is mentioned, and 
the paper ends with a description ofa class of real analytic sets to which it is possible to 
generalise ome of the previous methods (results by Hovansky). 
Introduction 
Real algebraic and semialgebraic sets are of great importance in several aspects of 
algorithmic problems, because they are the geometric objects that are the most calculable, 
and, to a first approximation, every "geometric" set in R" can be assumed semialgebraic. 
For instance, the "piano mover's problem" (which is studied in "theoretical robotics" 
(Sharir & Schwartz, 1983), and several parts of "graphics" research (Barsky, 1982), use 
semialgebraic sets, intersection of algebraic and semialgebraic sets, etc. 
I will, in this partial survey, give some results and ideas which seem important o me 
and are perhaps not well known by some mathematicians working in the algorithmic 
aspect of the question. Those ideas are not about algorithms themselves, but on what 
comes "before" the production of algorithms, namely, what can be the "complexity" of a 
(semialgebraic) set, how to compute it, or to bound it (in terms of the data) etc, 
The second step (which is up to now not well developed) would be to relate those 
"complexities" to complexity of algorithms (for instance for a decision procedure or for 
the projection of semialgebraic sets), to find specific algorithms for objects of low 
complexity, etc. 
The paper is organised as follows: section 1 gives bounds for the topology of real 
algebraic and semialgebraic sets in relation to the degree of the equations and inequalities 
defining them; section 2 introduces the notion of additive complexity and gives bounds in 
terms of it for the topology of semialgebraic sets; section 3 gives an application to the 
complexity of some algorithms, section 4 gives references for some known methods and 
algorithms for the determination of the topology of a semialgebraic set given in R" by 
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polynomial equations and inequalities, and section 5 gives some results (due essentially to 
the Russian mathematician A. Hovansky) on a possible generalisation of semialgebraic 
objects to objects defined with transcendental functions. 
1. Bounds for the Topology of Real Semialgebraic Sets 
in Terms of Degree 
The most usual notion of complexity for a polynomial P ~ K[X 1 . . . . .  X,,] (where K is 
any field) is its degree (total degree)• 
DEFINITION 1.1 (cf. Yomdin, 1985). Let A c R" be a semialgebraic set, finite union of sets 
A~ defined by 
I 
P~ = 0 (1 <<.i<~r~) 
A~ P~j>0 (l<~j<~s~) 
ke.k~>O (l~<k~<t~). 
We will call the diagram of this representation of A (or simply diagram of A) the set 
D(A) which is the union of the lists l,, l, being the set of degrees of all equations and 
inequalities P~i, P~j, and P,k" 
Let us first recall the results of Milnor (1964) and Thorn (1965) which bound the 
number of connected components of A. 
Let B~(A) be the ith Betti number of A; B~(A) is the dimension (over Z2 = Z/2Z) of the 
space Hi(A, Z2); Bo is the number of connected components of A. We have then 
TheOREM 1.2 (Milnor, 1964). Let A c R" be defined by polynomial equations 
. . . ,  x . )  = o 
[.fp(X1, ,, X,,) 0 
the degree of each f~ being <~ d; then ~ Bt(A) ~ d(2d- 1)"- ~ (and so Bo(A) <~ d(2d-- 1)" - 1). 
i 
COROLLARY 1.3• Let A c R" be a semialgebraic set of diagram D(A); then there exists 
C(D(A)), depending only on D(A), such that Bo(A ) <<. C(D(A)). 
EXAMPLES. 
(a) (Milnor, 1964) if A ~ R" is defined by ./'I >1 0 . . . . .  fp >~ 0, where f. ~ REXI . . . . .  "X,], 
and if d = degfl + " " • + degfp, then 
B,(A) <~ 1/2(2+d)(1 +d) "-~ 
1 
(and so Bo(A)<~ 1/2(2+d)(1 +d)"-l).  
(b) (Ben-Or, 1983) if A = R" is defined by polynornials 
ql . . . . .  qm=0 
Pl >0. . .  ps>0 
Ps+I ~0. . .ph>~0 
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with d = sup (2, deg p~, deg qj) and n the number of variables, then 
Bo(A) <-N d(2d-  1) '+h- 1. 
The proof is as follows: first replace A by A, defined by 
qi . . . . .  q,,, = 0 
Pi >~e. . . p~>~e 
P~+ l >~ 0 . . . Ph >f O 
if e is small enough, we have Bo(A ) <~ Bo(A,). 
Let Y1 . . . . .  Yh be new unknowns; then A, is the projection of B c R "÷h defined by 
qi(Xa . . . . .  X,,) . . . . .  q,,(Xi . . . . .  X,,) = 0 
8 ., x , , )  . . . . .  pXX,  . . . . .  x , , )  = 
t.t0S÷ I (X I  ' ., X.,I ) 2 2 ~+ 1 . . . . .  p,,(X~ . . . . .  X, , )  = g~, . 
Then apply 1.2 to B. 
(c) If A is defined by 
A ~'ql . . . . .  q,, = 0 
l Pl >0 . . . .  ph>0 
and if d = sup (deg qt, deg p~), one has the bound: Bo(A) ~ (2hd+ 1) ''+ 1 which is better 
than the bound in (b); the proof is again a variant of Milnor's paper: if H is defined in R" 
by 
ql . . . . .  q,, = 0 
P l • •. Ph # 0 
each connected component of A is a connected component of H, and if 7z:R "+1 -~R" is 
the projection defined by 
~(Xt  . . . . .  X,,+ i) = (Xl  . . . . .  X,,), 
H is the projection g(H'), where H' is defined by 
ql . . . . .  q,,, = 0 
Xn+lP l  ' Ph = 1 
and one has Bo(H) <<. Bo(H'). 
But Bo(H' ) <~ (hd+ 1)(2hd+ 1)" by Theorem 1.2 and so Bo(H' ) <~ (2hd+ 1) '+ 1. 
(d) If A is defined as in (b) by 
ql . . . . .  q., = 0 
P l>0,  . . ,p~>0 
t.P~+l >I 0, .., Ph >f 0 
the same method proves that Bo(A ) <~ (2hd+ 1) "+2. 
In Thorn (1965) there are similar results and another method is suggested to bound the 
topology of real algebraic sets based on "Smith theory". 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let X c RP" be a real (closed) algebraic variety in real projective space of  
dimension n, .~ c CP" its complexification (.g is defined in CP" by the same equations as X 
in RP"; X is then compact). Then 
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It is then possible with this proposition to bound Bo(X) in the projective case if one can 
compute Bi(3(). 
The results obtained with this method are then often more precise than with Theorem 
1.2; for instance if X c R z is a smooth cubic curve, 1.4 gives Bo(X) ~< 4 (it is an easy 
exercise, looking at the projective closure of X), which is the best possible, and 1.2 gives 
Bo(X) <~ 15. 
Yomdin (1985) shows similar results, but for metric properties of semialgebraie sets: 
PROPOSITION 1,5. Let A c R" be a semialgebraic set with diagram D(A). There exist 
functions CI(D(A)) such that !f B r is the ball of centre 0 and radius r, we have 
(a) Bo(A) <~ CI(D(A)). 
(b) I f  k is the dimension of A and t~k the k-dimensional Lebesgue measure on A, 
k~k(A n Br) ~< C2(D(A))r k. 
(c) Any two points of a connected component of Ac~B~ can be joined in A by a path cg' 
length 1 <~ C3(D(A))r. 
REMARK 1.6. For C1, we gave explicit bounds above; for C 2 it is also possible to give 
explicit bounds (because (b) uses (a) and a "Crofton formula" of integral geometry). I do 
not know any explicit bound for C3. 
2. Additive Complexity 
The additive complexity of a polynomial P is roughly speaking the minimal space 
needed to write P; the interesting fact is that in the real case, this complexity is related to 
the topology of P -  1(0). 
A polynomial PsR[X  1 . . . . .  Xn] of high degree may need little space to be written, for 
instance if it has few terms; the following results will prove that semialgebraie sets defined 
by such polynomials P will have a "low complexity", for instance a few numbers of 
connected components, small Betti numbers, etc. 
Let PER[X1 . . . . .  X~]; the additive complexity LR+(P) of P over R is by definition the 
minimum number of additions-subtractions required to evaluate P, beginning with the 
constants and the unknowns X~,. . . ,  X,. 
For instance, the polynomial X 6 + 6X s + 9X g + 18X 3 + 9X 2 + 12X + 4 can be written 
((X+ 1)3+l) 2, so its additive complexity is ~<2. In a more precise way we have: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let P ~ R[X~ . . . . .  X,,] and k a positive integer; then LR+ (P) ~< k if there 
exists a "program" where X ~' (resp. X °,) represents a monomial ike X~" . . .  X;~'"' (resp. 
xq,,... 
I $1 ~ clX~'+dtXP, 
$2 ~ C2 X~2Sal'2 q_ d2 .~112S~, 2 
Sk ~ c,X% k.~-i1 k-1 
Sl'k+dk 1-I '" 
l=1 
*i~lJ I ~ , t ,÷ l  
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with c~, d~eR, a~s, blseZ, the polynomial P being evaluated from Sk+~ by successive 
elimination of the S~ (1 ~< i ~< k). 
We have then: 
THEOREM 2.2 (Risler, 1985a). There exists a constant C > 0 such that if P ~ R[X] satisfies 
L~.(P) <, k, then P has at most C k2 real roots. 
REMARKS. 
(a) C is a universal constant which can be shown to be ~<5. 
(b) A similar result has been obtained by Gregoriev 0982). 
(c) One may conjecture that the bound C k" can be replaced by 3 k, which is the best 
known bound, reached by "Chebyshev polynomials". 
(d) The first result in this direction appeared in Borodin & Cook (1970), 
(e) For general results about complexity, cf. Strassen (1984). 
PROPOSITION 2.3 (Risler, 1985a). There exists a fimction (p(n, k) such that for every 
polynomial PaR[X1 . . . . .  X,,] of additive complexity <~k, P-t(0) has at most q)(n,k) 
connected components. 
COROLLARY 2.4 (a "real analogue of Bezout's theorem"). There exists a function ~,(n, k) 
such that i/" PI . . . . .  P.~ R[X 1 . . . . .  X,,] are of additive complexity <~k, the set of common 
solutions of P1 . . . . .  Ps = 0 has at most i#(n, k) connected components. (To prove this 
corollary, just apply 2.3 to ZP/2.) 
Those results are the consequence of a result of Hovansky (1980) which bounds the 
number of non-degenerate solutions of a system of n polynomial equations in n unknowns 
only in terms of the number of monomials involved; the proof of 2.3 is similar to the one 
of Milnor for 1.2, and uses the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.5 (Risler, 1985a). Let P(X 1 . . . . .  X,,)e R[X t . . . . .  X,,l such that LR+(P) <~ k. Then 
LR+(~P/SX,) ~ k(k+ 1) (1 -N<i~< n). 
There are also results exactly similar to 1.6 (Risler, 1985b), replacing the diagram D(A) 
by a similar notion D'(A), where the degree is replaced by the additive complexity. 
In particular, there exists a function C(D'(A)) such that if A is a smooth compact 
algebraic set of "complexity" D'(A) contained in the ball Br, for every connected 
component A1 of A, and for any points x and y in A1, there exists a path in A1 from x to 
y of length -G< C(D'(A))r. 
The proof is quite different from the one for the similar result of section 1, because it is 
not known if the additive complexity of a projection r(A) can be bounded in terms of the 
additive complexity of A (cf. section 4). 
This proof appears in Risler (1985b). 
3. Applications to the Complexity of Algorithms 
For general results about complexity of algorithms of. Strassen, 1984. I will give here 
an outline of a paper by Ben-Or (1983), which uses results of section 1. 
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Let W c R" be any set. Consider the problem P(W): given (x l , . . . ,  x,)~R", determine 
if x = (xl . . . . .  x,) e W. An example of such a problem is the problem of distinctness: given 
(x~ . . . . .  x.)eR", is there a pair i,j, with i v~j, and x~ = xfi 
We will obtain lower bounds on algorithms for solving P(W) that allow both 
arithmetic operations and tests. 
Formally an algebraic omputation tree T is a binary tree with a function that assigns 
- - to  any vertex v with exactly one son an operational instruction of the form 
f~:=fv, ofv2 or f~:=cofv,  or f~:=v/~o,, where vt is an ancestor of v in T, or 
L ,~{x,  . . . . .  x,}, oE{+, - ,  x , /} ,  and c~R; 
- - to  any vertex v with two sons ("branching vertex") a test instruction of the form 
~, > 0 orf,, >i 0 orfo, = 0, where v' is an ancestor of v, orf, ,  e {xt . . . . .  x,}; 
- -  to any leaf an output YES or NO. 
Given an input xeR", the program traverses a path P(x) in the tree T down from the 
root. At each simple vertex the arithmetical operation is performed and at each branching 
vertex a branch is made according to the test at the vertex. When a leaf is reached the 
answer YES or ~qo is returned. We say that "x passes through a vertex v" if v is on the path 
P(x). We require that if an input x passes through a vertex v with a division instruction 
f~ : =f,,/f~, that f~2 ¢ 0, and iff~ : = ~ that f~, > 0. 
We say that the computation tree T solves the problem P(W) if the answer returned is 
correct for every input x e R". Let cost (x, T) denote the number of vertices that x passes 
through. The complexity of T, C(T), is given by the maximum of cost (x, T) for any x. 
We have now: 
THEOREM 3.1 (Ben-Or, 1983). Let W c__ R" be any set, and T a computation tree which solves 
P(W). If N is the number of connected components of W and h = C(T), then 2h3 "+h >1 N. 
COROLLARY 3.2. I f  a tree T solves the problem of distinctness (cf above), then C(T)  is at 
least O(n log n), 
For other examples and applications, cf. Ben-Or (1983). 
PROOF OF 3.1 (Ben-Or, 1983). Let V = (vl . . . . .  v,), t ~< h, be a path from the root r = vl of T 
to a leaf 1 = v, with the answer YEs, and let V be the set of inputs x ~ R" leading to 1. 
Traversing the tree down from the root vl, we get a system of equations F according to the 
operations (or tests) on the vertices of the path V, by the following rules: 
Operation 
f~, : =fo,-+L~ 
and if v~ is a branching vertex with a test 
L ,>0 or fo,.>->0 or fo,=0, 
Equation 
f,, = fv~ +f~,,, etc. 
then add this equation to F if it should be satisfied, and add the negated equation 
otherwise. 
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Let f,,l . . . . . .  f,r be the set of new variables in F, and let s be the number of inequalities in 
F. Then r+s  ~< t, since each step adds at most one new variable or one inequality. Let U 
be the set of solutions (xl . . . . .  x,,,f,, . . . . . .  /I,,.)sR I'+r to the system F. It is easily seen that 
the projection of U on the x coordinate is exactly V so we have Bo(V) <~ Bo(U). Since the 
degree of F is ~<2, we know by Corollary 1.3(b) that 
Bo(V) <, Bo(U) <~ 2'3 '+~+~-1 ~< 3"+h, 
U c R '+' 
,trc 
Vc Wc R" 
Since each leaf of T is correctly labelled, we have V c W, and so each connected 
component of V must be completely contained in some connected component of W. 
Since the number of leaves of T ~< 2 h, and since W is the union of the V's corresponding 
to leaves with answer yes, we have 2h3 '+h I> N. 
4. Algorithms for Semialgehraic Sets 
The problem is to describe more or less precisely the set of solutions of a family of real 
polynomial equations and inequations, and the methods are versions of Tarski's famous 
principle of elimination of quantifiers for real closed fields. 
Let A c R" be a semialgebraic set described by a given set of equations and inequalities; 
specific problems are: is A non-empty?, what is the dimension of A?, if ~ :R"~ R '-~ is a 
linear projection; find a description of 7t(A), etc. The last problem is equivalent to the 
problem of elimination of quantifiers which is namely, given a formula F of the first order 
in the theory of real closed fields, find an equivalent formula F' quantifier free. 
This last problem is quite difficult and in any case of great complexity (cf. the papers by 
Weispfenning and Davenport-Heintz in this issue). 
The only algorithm really implemented up to now is based on the C.A.D. 
decomposition algorithm of Collins (cf. Collins, 1982a,b for references), with 
ameliorations by Arnon et al. (1984). 
If n is the number of variables involved, k the number of polynomials, and M a bound 
of the size of the polynomials (the size is the log of the absolute value of the largest 
coefficient), the algorithm goes in time polynomial in (Mkd) 2", that is doubly exponential 
in the number of variables. 
For recent results about improvement of these algorithms, see B6ge (1985). 
Recently a new algorithm has been described (Grigoriev, 1985; Grigoriev & Vorobjov, 
1985) but with no implementation as far as I know. This algorithm runs in time 
polynomial in (Mkd)':" where a is the number of quantifiers involved (in fact the number 
of alternations of quantifiers). 
It would be very interesting to produce faster algorithms, and in particular algorithms 
which do not depend on the degrees for their complexity, but more on the additive 
complexity. It is natural to consider two problems: 
(a) Is the additive complexity of the resultant of two polynomials P and P' bounded in 
terms of the additive complexity of P and P'? (I do not believe in this.) 
(b) Let A c R" be a semialgebraic set, re: R"--.R "-~ a linear projection; is the additive 
complexity D'(rc(A)) of 7z(A) bounded in terms of the additive complexity of A? 
(This is perhaps true, may be with a weaker notion of complexity.) 
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5. Some Results on Sets Defined by Transcendental Equations 
The results of this section are essentially due to the Russian mathematician Hovansky 
(for a survey see Risler, 1984). 
(A) ONE DIMENSIONAL CASE 
Let 1 = ~ be an open interval, maybe infinite. We denote by d the ring of all analytic 
functions defined in some subset Dy c 1 whose complement Ps = I\Ds is finite. 
Let fed .  Each point of PI is called a pole o f f  and their number denoted by p( f )  (note 
that a pole in this sense is not necessarily a pole in the classical sense). The domain Dj- o f f  
is a union of p( f )+ 1 open intervals. Over each of them,f  either vanishes or has a discrete 
set of zeros. We denote by Ze this set of discrete zeros and write z( f )  = # Z I. Finally, put 
n(]~ = z( f )  + p(f). 
If a function fed  has only discrete zeros and z( f )  < + ~,  then f -  1 = 1/f is a well- 
defined function of d .  We have then 
DS-, = Dy\Zf, Zy-1 = Ps. 
Let fed .  Then f '  ed  and D s, = D s. Besides: 
LEMMA 5.1. 
z( f )  <~ p( f )  + z(f ' )  + 1. 
For, if z ( f )>p( f ) ,  by Rolle's theorem, two consecutive zeros of f, without poles 
between, determine a zero off ' ,  and the remaining zeros and poles cancel pairwise. 
In particular, if z(f ' )  < + 0% then z(f) < + oo too. 
The first examples of functions in d are rational functions. But they all have the 
stronger property z ( f )<  +oo. Our aim here is to study this condition for arbitrary 
functions in d .  So, we shall say that a set A c d has the finiteness property if z ( f )  < + co 
for all fe  A. With this terminology we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 5.2 (Gelfand & Hovansky, 1980) Let A be a subring of d closed under 
derivation, which has the finiteness property. Let 9 e d verify any of the conditions (i), (ii) or 
(iii) below 
(i) g- ~ e A; (if) 9' e d ;  (iii) g'O- ~ e d .  
Then A[g] ~ d is closed under derivation and has the finiteness property. 
From 5.2. it follows immediately: 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let A be a subring of d closed under derivation which has the.finiteness 
property. Let 91 . . . . .  gr be functions in d ,  each verifying some condition amid (i), (ii) and 
(iii) in 5.2. Then the subring B = A[91, •..,  9r] ~ d is closed under derivation and has the 
finiteness property. 
The previous results give some motivation to define: 
DEFINITION 5.4. Let A be a subring of d .  A subring B of d is a Liouville extension of  A if 
it is a union of finite A-algebras A[91,. . . ,  g,], where each At = At-1101] (Ao = A) is as in 
5.2. (This notion is interesting only if A is closed under derivation.) Furthermore: 
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DEFINITION 5.5. Let A be a subring of ~'. An feM is a Liouvillefunction over A if it lies in 
some Liouville extension of A. 
A Liouville Junction is a Liouville function over A = N. 
Examples of Liouville functions (defined on some open interval of R) are rational 
functions in X, e x, log X, arcsin X, etc., and compositions of such functions. 
For Liouville functions, there exists an algorithm which gives the "cells" of R defined 
by the signs of a given finite number of functions, this algorithm is a generalisation f the 
one for polynomials. 
DEFINITION 5.6. f l  . . . . .  fp~d form a separating family if for any choice of symbols ?t 
among >,  =, <, the set 
P. 
t2 ?, o} 
t= l  
is connected and its closure is given by retaxing inequalities, provided it is not empty. 
This last sentence means that if a set B is non-empty and is defined, say by a formula 
,fl . . . . .  J~=0,  fk+l > 0 . . . . .  fp>0,  
then/~ is defined by 
f~ . . . . .  f k=0,  fk+X ~> 0 . . . . .  J), >~ 0; 
this is not always true; for instance, if B is defined by (X2-1) (X-2)  2 < 0, then the set 
defined by (X 2 -  1)(X-2)2~< 0 contains trictly/3. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. There exists an algorithm which extends any finite set (fl . . . . .  fq) of 
Liouville functions to a separating family (fl . . . . .  fq,fq+ 1 . . . . .  fp). 
For a proof, see Risler (1983). 
(B) GENERAL CASE 
One possible generalisation of Liouville functions in the case of n variables is termed, 
by Hovansky (1984), "Pfaffian functions". 
For such functions, the analogue of the Tarski-Seidenberg principle is not yet proved; 
research in this direction is made by Lou van den Dries (1985). 
Nevertheless, for such "Pfaffian functions" there are finiteness properties: it is possibte 
to define a complexity for such a function (generalising the deg(ee or the additive 
complexity of polynomials) and to give a result similar to Bezout's theorem. 
I will just mention two results with explicit bounds: 
THEOREM. Let F 1 . . . . .  F, E ~[X 1 . . . . .  Xn, Y l  . . . .  , Yk] where X~ . . . . .  X, are indeterminates 
and Yi = e<"" x>, i = 1 . . . . .  k with (a i, X )  = a] X 1 + . . .  + a~X,, a~ ~ ~, all i, j. Then the 
number of  non-degenerate solutions of the system 
I 
F~(X,. y(X)) = 0 
(1) 
=0 
is finite and less than or equal to ( r I m,)(l + Ym,)k. 2 k(k-1)/2, where m, is the degree of F,. 
\ i=  1 
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REMARK. A point x=(x~ . . . . .  x . )eN" is a non-degenerate solution of (1) if the Jacobian 
of Ft(X;  y(X))  . . . . .  F~(X, y(X)) is not zero at x. 
PROPOSmON 5.10. Let F~ . . . . .  F~ be n functions of n real unknowns Xt  . . . . .  XI,, where 
FiER[X1 . . . . .  Xn, Y1 . . . . .  ~ ,  gl . . . . .  U1, V1 . . . . .  VI'] 
with Yi = e<"~'x) like above (1 ~< i ~ k), 
U/= sin (b~, X), V/= cos (bl, X )  (1 ~ i ~< 1, b i ~ R"). 
Then the number of non-degenerate solutions of the system 
=0 
in the open set of R" defined by (bi, X)  < re/2 (1 ~< i ~< 1) is bounded by 
(,=I~I ml)(E(m~+ I+ 1)' +k. 2'+ c,,+ k,,,+ k+ t,/z) 
For proofs, see Hovansky (1980, 1984) and Risler (1983). 
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